goes with it. An example of heterophobia today is how ‘old fashioned’ matrimony is of little or no value to operator conditioners. The natural family unit of a young couple in a committed heterosexual marriage with their biological children as a prescription for life and happiness has been worn out as a means of marketing. Generations ago consumerism used the themes of ‘choosing to be different’ to divide husband and wife for separate male and female solo-consumerist ‘empowerment’. Next, the ‘generation gap’ divided children from parents for the same exploitation. Nowadays the music and advertising of yesteryear is the same old boring pulp of today with the same old rhetoric. Some grandparents are as ‘try hard revolutionaries’ as their grandchildren with nothing left to rebel against because there are no marketable boundaries in family life for conditioners to exploit anymore. It’s been overtly commercialized. The ‘carrot on the stick’ like a ‘Pied Piper’ with the masses in tow, has moved way beyond ‘normal’ family ties today. The Internet and mass-media intrusion into individual privacy via increasing technology is now endemic and totally invasive of even children’s rights in their vulnerable position of just being children in an ever increasing ‘knowledgeable’ society.

The Pornography of Power

Like all Social Darwinist dictators of any kind, Hitler’s invasion of the personal privacy of children in the 1930’s is the same totalitarian invasive influence of today. He used the same means, only now the pornography of power that is state propaganda has morphed from Nazi political perversion into perverted gay activity for abnormal ‘marriage’ equality. It holds the endorsement of the United Nations, heads of state, heads of corporations, school teachers, even brainwashed parents, for the same reasons they submitted to the Nazis in pre-war Germany. Loss of privacy from childhood into adulthood offers not just media, but real power through Internet connectivity to both secular governance and corporate commerce. The normal value of personal privacy that when shared makes friendships cleave together, collapses in the motive centre of people who are isolated and conditioned by unfettered consumerism. The ‘system’ has an atheistic ‘blind faith in blind chance’ mentality of boldness into the unknown by a herd of ‘Star Trek’ Lemings, charging towards an abyss in willful ignorance of tragic outcomes. The Social Darwinism of power that were mass media in the 1930s and that were used to bring Hitler to power and achieve racial supremacy - and again become predators. Society will never again go with it. An example of heterophobia today is how ‘old fashioned’ matrimony is of little or no value to operator conditioners. The natural family unit of a young couple in a committed heterosexual marriage with their biological children as a prescription for life and happiness has been worn out as a means of marketing. Generations ago consumerism used the themes of ‘choosing to be different’ to divide husband and wife for separate male and female solo-consumerist ‘empowerment’. Next, the ‘generation gap’ divided children from parents for the same exploitation. Nowadays the music and advertising of yesteryear is the same old boring pulp of today with the same old rhetoric. Some grandparents are as ‘try hard revolutionaries’ as their grandchildren with nothing left to rebel against because there are no marketable boundaries in family life for conditioners to exploit anymore. It’s been overtly commercialized. The ‘carrot on the stick’ like a ‘Pied Piper’ with the masses in tow, has moved way beyond ‘normal’ family ties today. The Internet and mass-media intrusion into individual privacy via increasing technology is now endemic and totally invasive of even children’s rights in their vulnerable position of just being children in an ever increasing ‘knowledgeable’ society.

The Pornography of Power

Like all Social Darwinist dictators of any kind, Hitler’s invasion of the personal privacy of children in the 1930’s is the same totalitarian invasive influence of today. He used the same means, only now the pornography of power that is state propaganda has morphed from Nazi political perversion into perverted gay activity for abnormal ‘marriage’ equality. It holds the endorsement of the United Nations, heads of state, heads of corporations, school teachers, even brainwashed parents, for the same reasons they submitted to the Nazis in pre-war Germany. Loss of privacy from childhood into adulthood offers not just media, but real power through Internet connectivity to both secular governance and corporate commerce. The normal value of personal privacy that when shared makes friendships cleave together, collapses in the motive centre of people who are isolated and conditioned by unfettered consumerism. The ‘system’ has an atheistic ‘blind faith in blind chance’ mentality of boldness into the unknown by a herd of ‘Star Trek’ Lemings, charging towards an abyss in willful ignorance of tragic outcomes. The Social Darwinism of power that were mass media in the 1930s and that were used to bring Hitler to power and achieve racial supremacy - and again become predators. Society will never again
The Protection of Innocence and Privacy for Children

Who then should have power over children to protect their privacy? Should it be the power seeking lying politicians, priests or Imams? Should it be the media heterophobes who use pre-school television to brand a child's psyche with gender perversion role modelling? Perhaps the local drugged up Marxist, or some 'Agenda 21' anarchist weirdo? Should it be the commercial CEOs who oversee the algorithms of an individual child's Internet feed for an ever increasing sexualization for commercial gain? Which one of the above morons should have access to your children's metadata and knowledge of their personal Internet usage? Most of them do already! Leave the kids alone! Leave their parents alone! Nature has by normal genetic affection made the only way for the care of children to be in the loving protectionist privacy of a healthy heterosexual family. Can anyone stop the 'Beast' of consumerism that is tearing families apart and devouring children's innocence and privacy? Can we who are now adults restrain our own consumerism? Can we reconfigure our own damaged psyche and society? There is hell to pay if we don't. The innocence of children in our world and the privacy they require to grow up normally is almost lost. The 'Beast' of consumerism has murdered the innocence of simple self control. We can no more change the 'system' than we can stand in the way of 'progress'. Our 'New World Order' with all of its 'knowledge' is becoming a vertical descent into complete and utter insanity. 'Art Galleries' now display photos of naked young boys for homosexual and ultra-feminist perverts as perhaps 'vengeance' directed at helpless 'little men'. Adults and children who have died in Chinese concentration camps are being skinned and preserved for exhibition around the world degrading social conscience of any respect for the living or the dead. Euthanasia as a pawn of consumerism is being skinned and preserved for exhibition as perhaps 'vengeance' directed at our society. Adults and children who have died in Chinese concentration camps are being skinned and preserved for exhibition around the world degrading social conscience of any respect for the living or the dead.

The Truth Will Set Us Free

Heterophilia in its destruction of family life and responsibility towards children is universal in Western society and has been for decades. Socially and individually we are in desperate need and the broken bond between fathers and children must be healed. Forget atheistic religion for a moment and step outside of 'Skinner's Box'. Remember that Jesus said, 'the Truth will set us free'. Between us and the all consuming 'Beast' stands one trustworthy 'New World Order' of 'God-given personality and free will'. There is a place in the heart of everyone, the privacy of which belongs to God our Creator and ourselves alone. Understanding God's command, 'You shall not covet', begins our escape from the covetous 'system' and the recovery of our free will. Over a century ago people transgressed that command to some extent when they sat down and listened to advertising on an old fashioned radio. Today we live in a virtual media created prison. It is in 'simple things' that our troubles begin. So God sent his Son Jesus into our world, who as the very 'Word of God' gave us a genetic life and a conscience in the beginning. He in his flesh was constrained to die for our sin in our place. God literally sures the embodiment of His Word that is the 'Law' which defines our sin and the ensuing 'Sentence of Death' perishes as well. The just for the unjust. God is just. His Word is true. Either the eternal

Monozygotic - Identical Twins

Monozygotic as identical twins occur when a single egg is fertilized to form one zygote, (hence, "monozygotic") but then divides into two separate embryos with the two first cells of human existence. Progenitor (first) cell DNA is prescriptive information for physical outcome hence the two babies will be identical twins. If this first cell is to be female, micro-biologists can count the number of eggs she will let down in the course of her adult life. This type of information encoded into the first cell of human existence doesn't happen by random chance. Darwinism is dead. Evolution is a social parasite that cannot be culturally redefined. The existence of God and His Word, (information from God) in the creation and co-dependency of all life on planet earth is again self evident.

Word that condemns us dies or we eternally die. God's love and justice, forgiveness and vengeance - are perfect. He is trustworthy. The same Word with a new covenant of 'Grace and Truth' is resurrected and ascended into heaven to show us the way to die to self and live for God. His only command is for us to turn from our prideful independence and put absolute trust in Jesus Christ His Word. Jesus said that we must be 'born again' by the Spirit of God to escape this life and enter into Heaven. Being 'born again' gives a new life of personal sacrifice that directly opposes self-centred materialism. We get a new heart and a new mind in a Christ-centred existence that restores life on earth with the sure hope of heaven in the hereafter. All of our sins are forgiven. The new birth is a spiritual relationship of accountability to God alone in a Spirit of resurrection power. You don't need crackpot religion. Real freedom comes in personal obedience to God's Word and not the dictates of some 'coveted carrot'. Christ's answer to the loss of our privacy and the confusion of our sexual responsibility and identity - is found in His example of sacrifice. In dyeing for us Jesus as the 'Lamb of God' defeats our sin - and in His resurrection, he conquers death on our behalf. But the choice is yours. God will not make you love and obey Him. God's Son, the Lord Jesus Christ understands our chaos but He doesn't mince words. It's an individual, heaven or hell decision. Get an ESV Bible and read the Gospel of John. Pray to our Father in Heaven in Jesus' Name for the Spirit of Christ to reveal His truth and may God have mercy on us in our deluded and tragic world. God save us. God help us. God Bless!